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Greenpeace exists because this fragile Earth deserves a voice. It needs solutions. It needs 
change. It needs action! 

Greenpeace is an independent global campaigning organization that acts to change attitudes 
and behavior, to protect and conserve the environment and to promote peace. 
 
Greenpeace has been working in Africa to end environmental destruction and fighting for the 
right of Africans to a healthy environment since the early 1990s. 

Campaigns will focus on climate change, destruction of forests and stoping the stripping of life 
from the oceans.

for more information, please contact iafrica@greenpeace.org or safrica@greenpeace.org



In this September edition, we look at the highlights of the Forest Campaign; one of Greenpeace 
Africa’s three campaigns.  Indeed, Congo’s forest is a lifeline for people, biodiversity and the climate. 
As Rene Ngongo our senior forest campaigner puts it, the forest is the spaza, the pharmacy and 
the mall for over 40 million Congolese that depend on the world’s second largest rainforest. This 
statement reflects the sentiments of our teams that are working at the frontline of change.

The “Forest Issue” takes you through the Greenpeace journey that started about twenty years ago 
when we began campaigning for the preservation of forests across the planet. In this incessant 
combat against the illegal and destructive exploitation of forests, the organization has amassed 
several victories against multinational companies which promote deforestation and the degradation 
of forests. This abuse of our forests gives rise to global warming, which the whole world censures, 
and marginalizes many families and communities that depend on the forests’ resources for their 
survival.

Among the invaluable victories won are, most notably, the bans on illegal timber trade, the decision 
to initiate a policy to trace the origins of imported timber, as well as the drafting of a law banning the 
import of illegally acquired timber into the European Union. Another victory for us, following pressure 
exerted by Greenpeace and other NGOs, in 2003, the United Nations censured Liberia and set up 
an embargo on illegal timber from this country that was just recovering from decades of civil strife.

Between 2001 and 2003, Greenpeace coordinated ground work in the tropical rainforests of Cameroon 
in order to document the illegal activities taking place there, as well as trace the legal timber headed 
to European markets. In 2002, Greenpeace activists occupied the office premises of the British 
Prime Minister at Whitehall, after discovering that the timber being used in its renovation (doors 
and windows) came from the illegal exploitation of Cameroonian rainforests. In 2007, Greenpeace 
published a report on multi-national companies that plunder (often illegally) the Democratic Republic 
of Congo forests with no compensation to the forest communities and indigenous people. In 2008, 
our office was opened in DRC’s capital, Kinshasa.

Today, we continue to campaign for the preservation of the forests; talking to communities; engaging 
parliamentarians and holding authorities to account.  Our mission is to give hope, show alternatives 
and take action for the sake of our children and their future.

Dear Friends and Supporters,

Welcome to the Forest Issue!
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Filip: Telling it as it is!
The wheel has come full circle for Greenpeace activist Filip Verbelen. In July the European Union 
finally banned the trade in illegal timber, an important milestone in a vicious 10-year campaign that 
Greenpeace has been waging.

But for Filip, the struggle to save the forests began 10 years before the Greenpeace campaign even 
started.

Always fascinated with nature, 42-year-old Filip first became 
interested in forests at the tender age of nine, when he 
began studying the bird and animal life in the forest next to 
his childhood home in Belgium.

Filip became a Greenpeace member as soon as the organisation 
opened an office in Belgium. Having completed his social work 
studies, Filip went on to study environmental policy.

Then, instead of doing national service in the Belgian army, 
Filip managed to spend 20 months serving Greenpeace.

The seed was sown, and Filip has been part and parcel of 
the organization ever since. He’s a boffin on renewable 
energy and hates fossil-fuelled power plants, but his 
enduring passion has been saving the forests. 

Malaysia would prove to be an epiphany to 
Filip, who says “I still remember how shocked 
I was when I first witnessed the massive 
forest destruction and the brutal behaviour of 
the loggers towards local communities.”

However, it was with dismay that Filip observed how 
Greenpeace’s victories in North and then South America, 
especially the Amazon basin, merely pushed the timber traders 
across the ocean to Africa, specifically the Congo Basin.

So he moved his attention too.

“I realised we could not pretend to have a global (forest) campaign when 
we would not include the African timber trade. The reason seemed obvious: 
logging in the Congo Basin is dominated by European companies and Europe 
is the largest export market for African timber.”

© Greenpeace. Jan-Joseph Stok
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Filip started travelling to Cameroon where he uncovered unscrupulous foreign companies stripping 
out the timber to export to Europe. Local NGOs started pushing him to get Greenpeace to formalize 
the campaign. Following the organisation’s success in Cameroon, activists in other countries of the 
Congo Basin, DRC in particular, came knocking on Filip’s door.

He packed his bags and made his way into the heart of the African continent.

In 2007, Greenpeace’s report Carving up the Congo blew open the activities of the deforestation 
industry, laying bare the devastation that was being wrought in the rainforests.

Soon afterwards, Greenpeace Africa was born and the preservation of 
Congo’s forests was high on the agenda.

“The future of Congo’s forests is now in the midst 
of the international efforts to tackle climate 

change. I am proud I can be part of 
this challenge!” 

© Greenpeace. Jan-Joseph Stok
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Looking back

By Michael Mcternan

Two years ago, Greenpeace Africa began. 

Four of us came to South Africa to set up the organisation. Strong Greenpeace activists, we 
were here to recruit staff and prepare for the official launch in November 2008.

Now, I’m the last of the four, ready to pass the baton on to my team. When I do so, 
the Greenpeace Africa team fully, and totally, takes over the organisation.

I can’t believe how far we’ve come. Our fundraising team is made up of young, 
dynamic and skilled operators who have got us in touch with thousands of 
people who share our goals of a sustainable planet and are prepared to put 
their hands in their pockets to help us do just that.

Over the next few months we’ll build on the success of our World Cup solar 
viewing area to move to the next level as we get the message out to every 
home and every office in South Africa that cheap dirty power can never be 
the way forward for this country.

Our oceans campaign off the west coast of Africa is underway and 
we have a team and an office in Senegal, right at the frontline of that 
battle. In the Congo, our people are working under incredibly difficult and 
dangerous circumstances to make sure we can breathe from the lungs 
that the rainforests there are.

None of us will stop before the forests of the world are saved, or the great 
fishing grounds are protected.

Greenpeace staff and volunteers don’t understand the meaning of the 
words impossible or hopeless. When I worked in Greenpeace South East 
Asia in Indonesia, people said you could never take on the deforestation industry. 
That was only four years ago, and now we are well on the way to fully protecting the 
rainforests of South East Asia. One day the same thing will be true of our efforts in the 
Congo basin.

For humanity to rise above the destruction coming from the drive for short-term profit, we 
need to remember that we are an interconnected community of everyday people just trying 
to get along. There’s no place for power politics or selfishness. In the words of that great boxer 
Muhammed Ali: “me we”.

as I prepare to pass on the baton
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Quotes from the frontline of

Lerato\Leo - Fundraising is all about talking, interaction, 
listening and persistence. The pressure – MEETING 
TARGET, LOL iLoVEgReenPeAce!

Kabelo Molefi - It’s fun, meeting people everyday 
getting people’s opinions  & compliments about  the 
wonderful work that we do, the brush-off you get used 
to! But above all I’m happy to be part of organization 
being able to give voice to this fragile earth!

Dineo Ngobeni -  Working for Greenpeace has been 
an amazing experience.  Not only does the job entail 
working as a “direct dialogue” but also carrying out the 
functions of a public relations practitioner.  We promote 
and enhance the image of the organization, trying to 
bring change within the environmental sector of the 
world!

Rose Mojakisane - Working as fundraiser is really good 
coz what l enjoy most, is not about raising funds only 
but also giving awareness to the whole world on how 
essential the environment is.  I’m really excited about 
me being a fundraiser for Greenpeace Africa.

Moagi Monyela - Being a fundraiser has been one 
of the biggest experiences I’ve ever had. Informing 
people about Greenpeace and getting them to become 
Greenpeace supporters has been an eye-opener for 
me towards the environment. I believe we can make a 
change to the world we live in.

Nuwagaba Duncan - Working as a fundraiser has 
been one of my exciting moments,meeting new people, 
getting challenged on different environmental issues, 
yes now is the time to act and be part of the solution 
and stop climate change  let’s not take the blame for our 
future generations for not taking action to curb climate 
change!!!

John Modise - I strive to inspire change in our 
environment; the change can only happen through 
a change in mindset through raising awareness and 
educating the masses about issues which will affect 
their lives and future generations.

Charlene Roux - ‘I am inspiring and forging a new 
consciousness and at the end of the day I am making 
a difference worldwide. If you ever felt like you are too 
small to make a difference, you have never spent a 
night with a mosquito!’

Tshepo Nkopane - I’ve always been inspired by 
the actions and the radical but necessary stuff that 
Greenpeace does. So I joined Greenpeace to be hands 
on in the direct actions the fundraising and raising 
awareness. Besides I am a young person who has a lot 
of potential and which better way to test your potential 
than to save the world.

Meshack Mofolo - I believe that environmental concern 
is everybody’s concern. I joined GP so that I can play 
a role in the environment, and make a difference. To 
mobilize even more people to play a role as well, in 
any way that they are able to. The more people that get 
involved the more effective our efforts will be.

Taahir Chagan - Fundraising for Greenpeace has 
been an amazing experience. Its great engaging with 
people and it’s an awesome feeling knowing that I’m 
contributing to GP’s growth in Africa. We have an 
amazing team here in SA, and it’s a pleasure to be a 
part of it all.

Keenan van Wyk - On the 16th month of working for 
Greenpeace it has been as awesome experience thus 
far. With me being the team leader on the Cape Town 
team raising funds has not always been that easy. It is 
always great when people really stop and listen to what 
we have to say. For me it’s also not only about raising 
the funds but also making people aware about things 
affecting our environment. Let’s make the next quarter a 
quarter of excellence. Viva Greenpeace Africa Viva!!

Tanya Bing - “My job entails recruiting with Greenpeace 
Direct Dialogue, hence I believe the impossible is 
possible: A Greenpeace inspired Africa where all care, 
proactively, about the Earth and its preservation - in all 
its diversity and complexity. May this be my contribution 
to this World and future generations’ Greenpeace-
inspired ethos... “

Leeanne Langeman - “To me it’s all about giving our 
planet a voice by changing the mindsets and behaviors 
of people, also letting them know about the current 
destruction and exploitation of our beautiful planet! This 
isn’t just a job to me it’s my way of life and I’m in love 
with it!”

Fundraising
On why they brave the weather & continue fundraising for 
Greenpeace Africa
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Olivia: Proudly Greenpeace Africa!
Olivia Langhoff became Campaign Director of Greenpeace Africa in March this year, but 
she’s been fighting injustice a lot longer than that – since she was 14 in fact.

Growing up in a small village in northern Germany, she was involved in a local human rights 
group and then branched out into environmental protection. After studying and qualifying as an 
environmental engineer, Olivia worked for a whole range of NGOs and lobby groups fighting for 
sustainable agriculture and forest protection and against pollution, climate change and human 
rights violations, specifically those perpetrated by state institutions.

Olivia is no stranger to Africa, or to the desperate times the continent has faced. She was in South 
Africa during the death throes of apartheid.

“I was very fortunate to have had the opportunity to spend a few 
years in South Africa in the early 90s, when the country 

transformed from the apartheid days to the country it 
is today.”

“ Those years gave me the inspiration and belief 
that we, the people, have the power and the 

means to overcome not only oppression, 
but to create the necessary change for a 

peaceful and socially just world, which 
is safeguarding our children, and 

our natural resources, our forests, 
waters, oceans and lands.”

Olivia worked for both Amnesty 
International and Greenpeace 
International before joining 
Greenpeace Africa.

“Through having worked 
both on human rights and the 

environment,” she says, “I know 
that social justice and environmental 

justice are intrinsically linked. One is 
not possible without addressing the 
other.”
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Who is who in the DRC team

Rene Ngongo 

Senior Forest Campaigner

Augustine Kasambule 

Media Officer



Raoul Monsembula  

Forest Campaigner

Angelique Mbelu 

Administrative Assistant

Charles Otchudi 

Logistician

© Greenpeace. 2010
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By Rene Ngongo

Many villages are located in the heart of Congo’s immense, luxuriant forests which serve as a 
supermarket, a pharmacy and a place of religious significance, with numerous sacred sites.  The 
forest is a source of firewood as well as of non-wood products such as medicinal plants, which 
bring relief for many Congolese who don’t have access to modern health care.  These communities, 
guardians of the forest, have been interacting with the forest for ages in ecologically sustainable 
ways, taking only that which is essential for daily survival - a perfect harmony between people and 
the environment. 

Suddenly and without their consent, industrial logging arrives, and with it the pretext of bringing 
development (what development?).  Ownership of the land is claimed by the State, which allocates 
logging permits to multinationals spouting empty promises. Whole villages find themselves located 
within land assigned logging permits.  Loggers invade the forest, cutting it down “selectively.”  In 
the absence of all supervision, they take out trees of great commercial value and open roads that 
degrade the forest and open it to additional drivers of deforestation.
  
Rapidly, industrial logging brings all the classic ills: the rights of communities are violated, their 
means of subsistence destroyed and traditional know-how ignored.  Promised jobs don’t materialize, 
the handful of workers hired rarely have real contracts, the salaries are minuscule and even the 
“social investment agreements” signed are violated by the loggers who “compensate” communities 
with a few bags of sugar and salt, bars of soap and used clothes.

All the while, the ecosystem is disturbed.  The noise of machines chases away wildlife, and even 
caterpillars, a major source of protein, grow scarce due to the overcutting of the trees on which they 
breed, such as the Sapelli, a favourite tree for the loggers.  Malnutrition sets in. Promised schools 
and health centres are mostly not constructed. When a school is hastily built, no benches and desks 
are provided. The dead are buried in palm fronds because there’s no wood for coffins. Doors and 
windows are sometimes destroyed to make coffins.

This kind of logging destroys the environment and has already perceptibly accelerated climate 
change. It also serves to provoke many conflicts, both recurrent and permanent, between the loggers 
and the local people. Fed up with empty promises and the indifference of government officials, 
some communities express their anger by blocking logging trucks from entering worksites.  Violent 
repression by military and police follows; arrests have sometimes involved loss of life. 

We’re light years away from the “noble intentions” of the “forestry reform” sponsored by the World 
Bank in DRC.  Benefit-sharing and poverty reduction remain a mirage, but we will not give up the 
fight to protect the forests, for our children and their children.

Our forests, 
our future!
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Augustine Kasambule is a proud citizen of the 
Democratic Republic of Congo. She cares, which 
is why today, she is Greenpeace Africa’s media 
officer in Kinshasa.

She’s a biologist by training, who became an environmental journalist by calling. It was always going 
to be this way because ever since she’d been a little girl, she’d fallen in love with the rich flora and 
fauna of the Congo, but it was her experience as a journalist travelling the length and breadth of this 
once war-torn treasure trove of Africa that forced her to re-evaluate her life.

What was happening in the forests broke her heart. It was the same in each one, a potentially rich 
and sustainable community living in indescribable misery and rank poverty as the great multinational 
logging companies came in and raped the pristine surroundings, destroying the irreplaceable 
ecosystems and ripping the communities’ livelihoods asunder.

Augustine had worked with many of the best known environmental and human rights groups, locally 
and internationally, from the World Wide Fund for Nature or WWF, the IUCN, the gorilla organisation, 
the International Conservation and Education Fund, the AWF and even the Congolese environment 
ministry, but it is with Greenpeace that she feels most at home.

“It is imperative and urgent to act to allow these forest populations to continue to live in their 
environment,” she says, “not just because Greenpeace demands that people be allowed to control 
their own natural resources and to benefit from them, in terms of sustainable jobs, food security and 
even shelter, but because the rainforests of the Congo basin play a critical role in preserving the 
balance of the planet.  

Shedding more light 
on Augustine
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Green Tips By Dianne Mc Alpine

Recycle! Before you throw something away, think about whether you could use it again- 

glass jars can be used to store foods such as rice and cereal, and plastic jugs can be 

used to water the garden. When you recycle, be sure to separate the waste properly, 

and remove plastic lids from glass bottles before separating those too. Remember how 

our grannies never threw anything away? They knew what to do with leftover food, little 

bits of leftover soap were melted into one big bar and glass bottles became decorative 

window sill ornaments. Let’s try following their lead!

Install a rainwater tank or have a few buckets outside when it rains to capture some 

useful water- this water can be used to water plants in the house or the next day in 

your garden!

Turn off your geyser during the day as the water would be heating up constantly 

without any need for it!

Use the earth’s natural resources to keep cool this summer- rather than using 

air conditioning in the house, open some windows and allow the wind in!

Take shorter showers.

Turn off the tap while brushing your teeth or washing your face.

These are everyday tips we can use as individuals and encourage our friends and 

family to use too - remember, every tiny bit helps, because if the whole world made one 

tiny change - that would be one huge change for the world we live in!

If you would like to talk to us about something, please contact us on (011) 482 4696 or 

send us an email at iafrica@greenpeace.org - we look forward to hearing from you!

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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“When you have a cause that you can’t do much about 
yourself, then you need a champion. The greatest cause 
I know of is the welfare of this planet and all its creatures. 
Greenpeace is my champion in that cause.  I support it 
with gratitude, and delight in its successes”.

Message from  Karel Tip an ardent donor who has been supporting Greenpeace International for some time, 

before finding out about Greenpeace Africa. He is an advocate at Group One, in Johannesburg. He was admitted 

to the Bar in 1981 and took silk in 1997. He has a particular interest in human rights, labour, constitutional and 

administrative law… And carries a deep respect for our environment…

Message from a supporter



Greenpeace Africa has offices 

in Democratic Republique du 

Congo, Senegal and South 

Africa. 

To contact Greenpeace Africa, 

please use the details below.

Democratic Republique du 

Congo Office:

Greenpeace Environnemental 

Organisation 8, avenue lodja, 

Q. “Socimat” Commune de la 

Gombe, Kinshasa,

Democratic Republique du Congo

Senegal Office:

2, Avenue Hassan II, 6eme etage, 

Dakar, Senegal

South Africa Office:

10A and 10B Clamart House, 

Clamart Road, Richmond, 

Johannesburg, South Africa

Postal address:

Greenpeace Africa

PostNet Suite 125

Private Bag X09, Melville

Johannesburg, 2109

South Africa

Tel: +27 (0)11 482 4696

Fax: +27 (0)11 482 8157

iafrica@greenpeace.org

For supporters: 

+27 (0)11 726 2404

safrica@greenpeace.org 

Website: 

www.greenpeaceafrica.org

We hope you enjoyed reading the “Forest Issue” newsletter.  We thought 
it would be great to give you further news on the Forest campaign, our 
team members and the awesome work we are able to do around the 
globe, due to the contributions we receive from individuals like you.  We 
would like to thank you for allowing us to remain independent, as we do 
not take funds from corporates or governments.

Please feel free to give feedback, suggestions or other comments you 
would like to share. We want to bring you the best in the newsletter, so 
please tell us what you would like to hear.

You can write directly to Tich and I on safrica@greenpeace.org.

Yours truly,

Raviro Gundani
Supporter Retention Coordinator

Dear Supporter


